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The purpose of this paper is to study several mathematical questions regarding 
the linear stability analysis of a toroidal plasma equilibrium on the basis of the 
magnetohydrodymic equations with finite resistivity, viscosity, and Hall current. 
We show that the spectrum of the operator in an abstract evolution equation con- 
sists of at most finitely many unstable eigenvalues and infinitely many stable eigen- 
values, and the set of the eigenfunctions is complete. The existence and uniqueness 
of a solution to the initial-boundary value problem of the linearized equations is 
proved. Finally the existence of a toroidal plasma equilibrium subject to a 
prescribed velocity with small norm on the boundary is established and its linear 
stability is proved. ‘( 1 I987 Academc Press, Inc 
In the study of plasma conlinement, one of the important aspects con- 
cerns the stability of the plasma. The governing equations and boundary 
conditions are first linearized about an equilibrium state and an initial- 
boundary problem is posed. The instability of the equilibrium plasma then 
depends upon whether a perturbed state grows with time. By time-reducing 
the linearized equations, we deal with an eigenvalue problem, and examine 
the existence of unstable modes. For a plasma with simple geometry, the 
time-reduced equations may be further reduced to ordinary differential 
equations by separation of variables. In general, a system of partial dif- 
ferential equations has to be considered directly. However, several 
mathematical questions arise regarding the distribution of the eigenvalues, 
the completeness of the eigenfunctions, and most important of all, the 
existence and uniqueness of a solution to the initial-boundary problem. It 
becomes evident that an abstract approach to the initial-boundary problem 
is essential. The linear problem of the magnetohydrodyamic (MHD) 
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equations with resistivity and viscocity only and the justification of the 
linearization method have been studied by Ladyzhenskaya and Solonnikov 
[ 11, and Carbonaro [Z]. Their work is an extension of the results obtained 
by Prodi [3] and Sattinger [4] for the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Recently there has been growing interest in the equations governing a 
plasma with the Hall current (HC) term in the Ohm’s law. This has wider 
significance because the HC term appears in the higher derivatives of the 
differential equations as well as the boundary conditions. On the other 
hand, the physical interest stems from the ability of the HC model to 
explain observed phenomena which the MHD model fails to predict 
(Kadish [S], Grossman et al. [6]). Furthermore, the equations governing 
a compressible, HC plasma are rather nonstandard. (Tataronis et al. [7]). 
However, in this paper we shall restrict ourselves to an analysis of the 
linearized equations governing a resistive, viscous, incompressible HC 
plasma confined in a simple toroidal domain, assuming that a steady state 
solution exists. We reduce the linear problem to an abstract evolution 
equation, The stability or instability of the equilibrium state is then deter- 
mined by a spectral analysis of the operator in the evolution equation. It 
will be shown that the spectrum of the operator is discrete with at most 
finitely many unstable eigenvalues and infinitely many stable eigenvalues, 
contained in a triangular sector of the complex plane. Furthermore, the 
operator is shown to be uniformly elliptic even with the HC term, hence is 
the infinitesimal generator of a holomorphic semigroup. We also show that 
the set of the eigenfunctions is complete. Moreover, the existence of a uni- 
que solution of the linearized equations is proved. The justification of the 
linearization method will be deferred to a subsequent paper. 
Finally we show that there exists a steady state solution of the nonlinear 
equations with resistivity, viscosity and HC term posed in a simple toroidal 
domain if the prescribed velocity field on the boundary has a small norm. 
Moreover, the equilibrium state is shown to be stable by an energy con- 
sideration, and consequently there only exist stable eigenvalues. 
We formulate our problem in Section 2. In Section 3, the existence and 
uniqueness of a solution to the linearized equations is proved and the spec- 
tral analysis of the operator in the evolution equation is presented. The 
existence of a steady state solution and its stability are established in Sec- 
tion 4. The Appendix contains the derivations to verify a certain operator 
to be elliptic in the sense of Agmon, Douglis, and Nirenberg [8]. 
2. FORMULATION 
We consider a viscous, resistive, incompressible, Hall current plasma 
confined to a region Sz in R3. The plasma is assumed to Ii11 the domain up 
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to its boundary f, a smooth (P) perfectly conducting toroidal surface. 
With the mass density and magnetic permeability normalized to unity, the 
equations governing the motion of the plasma are 
au -- 
at vAV+V%+vp-Jxg=O (2.1 
aR 
t+VxE=O, (2.2 
v.v=v. II=& (2.3 1 
J=VxR, (2.4) 
E= -vxR+r/J+eJxR. (2.5) 
Here v, II, and E are positive constants representing the kinematic viscosity, 
resistivity, and Hall coefftcient, respectively. The vector quantities 17, R, E, 
and 7 are, respectively, the fluid velocity, magnetic field, electric field, and 
current density; p is the scalar pressure. At r the following boundary con- 
ditions are imposed: 
E, ( r. = 0, (2.6) 
g,, I /- = 0, (2.7) 
v,, I ,’ = 0, (2.8) 
v, ( ,‘ = s((). (2.9) 
Here the subscripts n and t represent the normal and tangential com- 
ponents, respectively, and Zx, = Q,(x) is a smooth time-independent 
prescribed function on r. Further, we assume that the toroidal magnetic 
flux, 
a(t) s j H,(x, t) &?I. (2.10) 
L 
through a transverse cross section Z of the torus, can be fixed at an 
arbitrary constant value, oO. Equations (2.2) and (2.6) imply that 
a(t) = const, so our assumption is merely that we have control of the con- 
stant. The control could be physically realized by an arrangement of exter- 
nal current-carrying coils. 
We introduce here some notation needed for the abstract formulation of 
the problem. Let H”(Q) and H”+ l.“(r), m = 0, l,..., denote the usual (L- 
type) Sobolev spaces of functions defined on !G? and f, respectively. (See 
[9] for their definitions.) Let ( ., )n, /I /I, /I. I/ ,,,;Rr and // I/ nl, , 2zr denote, 
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respectively, the L,(Q) inner product, L,(Q) norm, H”(Q) norm, and 
H”+ ‘j2(r) norm, m = 0, l,.... Let H:(Q), m = 1, 2 ,..., consist of the 
functions in H”(Q) with zero trace on IY We define the norm of a vector- 
valued function as the square root of the sum of the squares of the com- 
ponent norms, and we say a vector-valued function belongs to one of these 
spaces if each of its components does. In L,(Q), we define the following 
subspaces of vector-valued functions: 
J(Q)=L,closureof {z?ECOC(Q)IV.fi=O}, (2.11) 
Q(Q)=Z,,closureof {UEC~(Q)IV~Z?=O}, (2.12) 
j(Q)=L,closureof 
i 
tiECr(Q)IV.ti=Oand[ u,dZ=O ,(2.13) 
z I 
U(Q)=(~EQ(Q)~(~&~),=O~~~~~~~E~(Q)}, (2.14) 
G(O) = functions of the form Vq with cp E H’(Q), (2.15) 
G(Q) = functions of the form Vq with cp E HA(O). (2.16) 
The reader is referred to [lo] for the proofs of the following well-known 
facts concerning these subspaces. The space L2(Q) can be decomposed 
orthogonally as 
L,=.f@G=&U@G (2.17) 
and as 
L,=J& (2.18) 
The space U is a one-dimensional subspace of L2 consisting of C” 
divergence-free and curl-free vectors, and UC H”(Q), m = 1,2,.... Further- 
more, the projection operators associated with the spaces (2.11) to (2.16) 
(denoted P,, Pj, etc.) map H”(Q) into H”(Q), m = 1,2,..., and viewed as 
operators in H”(Q), they are continuous. 
For convenience we also define for m = 1, 2,..., 
H::-*‘2(n= {ii=(g,, g,, g3)~~m~“2(~)I~nlr=O}, 
j;(Q)= {uEHm(SZ)JV.u=Oandu,I,=O}, 
jr(Q)= {tiEHm(Q)IV.ti=Oand z&I~=O}, 
Q;,(Q)=Qpp, 
j;(Q)= {2-&,m(Q)~Puii=0}, 
J”(Q)= {~EP(Q)IV.U=O}. 
These spaces are normed in the natural manner. 
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The following dense continuous imbeddings are valid: e -+ J. t; -+ j, 
fi -+ j, and jr + j, m = 1, 2 ,.... We adopt the convention that 2 = j. 
$‘&I, and t=J”, J. 
Returning to the problem (2.1) to (2.10), we note that the variables .I 
and E can be eliminated by substituting (2.5) and (2.6) into the remaining 
equations. The pressure can be decoupled from the problem by projecting 
Eq. (2.1) onto the space j(Q). We may therefore view (2.1) to (2.10) as a 
problem for 1: and I?. 
To formulate the stability problem, we assume that a steady state 
solution F=co~Q:;(R) and !?=I?,EQ::‘(SZ), ma 3, of (2.1) to (2.10) exists. 
We project (2.1) onto the space j(Q) and replace 6 and A by r,, + i’ and 
H, + 17, respectively. Retaining the terms linear in the perturbations r and 
is, (2.1) to (2.10) yield 
?- 
g+ P,/[ -vdF+ “()‘v- u+imu,-(VxF&,-(Vx17,,)xH]=O, (2.19 
217 ~+vx[tgxir+&(VxFf)xi7o+&(VXF;ro)XJj-~oXj7-~xIc,)]‘0. 
(2.20 
V.F=V. R=o, (2.21 
[~VX~+&(VX~)X&+E(VX&)XI-i],~, =o, (2.22 
H,, I, = c,, I, = 0, (2.23 
[.,I, =o, (2.24 
.[ 
H,, dz‘= 0. (2.25 
For F= F(.u, t) and R= n(x, t) we take as initial conditions 
6(x, 0) = CO(x), R(x, 0) = /T(x). (2.26 ‘) 
The stability of the steady state is then determined by the growth or decay 
of the initial perturbations (V”, Z?‘-‘). Since one has to consider complex 
valued solutions in order to carry out the stability analysis, we shall pose 
(2.19) to (2.26) as an abstract Cauchy problem for the determination of 
11(-y, t) and A(x, t) as functions of time with values in a complex Banach 
space. 
We define in the complex space 9 x j an operator A by 
A(c,H)= -(P,~[-L4U+vo~Vii+~4s,-(VxW)x~j,-(VxH,,)xR]. 
vx [Ypx17+&(VX~)X17(’ 
+&(VXf7”)XR-vxRo-~oXA]) (2.27 I 
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with domain 
Dam(A) = { (6, R) E Ii,, xj~~(tjVxA+&(VXFzo+&(VXRo)xR),~r=O}. 
(2.28) 
Equations (2.19) and (2.20) and the initial conditions give rise to the 
Cauchy problem 
ii(O) = UO, (2.29) 
where U(t) F (Y( ., t), i7( ., t)), and U” 3 (U”, p). The remaining equations, 
(2.21) to (2.26), are satisfied by requiring G(t) E Dam(A), t > 0. It will be 
seen later that the solution depends continuously on U” in the norm of 
1 x j. Thus instead of U” E Dom(A ), we require only 
2TOEQX.L (2.30) 
In the next section we shall find a unique solution ii(t) to problem (2.29) 
that satilies the differential equation on 0 < t < cc and attains the initial 
condition in the topology of 9x j. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
The unique solvability of problem (2.29) will be demonstrated by show- 
ing that the operator A defined by (2.27), (2.28) is the infinitesimal 
generator of a holomorphic semigroup [ 111. It is sufficient for this purpose 
to prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let rn 2 2 be an integer and let V,, 8, E jr + ‘. Let A be the 
operator defined by (2.27) to (2.28) and suppose f, E $‘~ 2 andf* E j; 2 are 
complex-valued functions. The operator A is closed and densely defined, and 
there exists 9 E (7c/2, n) and a real number I., such that if 1 is in the sector 
z j.,.B= {J.E@I larg(~-~,)l Go) (3.1) 
then there exists a unique solution to 
(AI- A NC RI = (fly fib (3.2) 
The solution (I?, a) E Dom( A) n H”(Q) satisfies the estimates 
ll~ll+ IIRII Gal + I4r’(ll~*ll+ 115211)~ (3.3) 
Il~llm:n+ lImIm;ndCu + I~I)m--lwlm-2;R+ IlfAT-2$2)~ (3.4) 
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for IbEE j,,,H. Here C is a positive constant which is independent ?f’A, f,, and 
.A. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on two existence theorems from poten- 
tial theory. The reader is referred to [lo] for the proof of Theorem A and 
[ 121 for the proof of Theorem B. 
THEOREM A. For m = 1, 2,..., the operator V x maps @ onto jr ’ and k 
onto J” ’ such that 
llm7;n G w x m,, I;Qr 
.for RE 17 or RE jr. The constant C is independent of H. 
THEOREM B. If’f E j; *, m > 2, then there exists a unique V E t’ such 
that 
Pj( - vdt?) = .f 
The solution satisfies the estimate 
lla??;nGCllfl/n, Z.Id? 
,t,here C is a constant which is independent off: 
An immediate consequence of Theorem A is Friedrichs’ inequality 
IIVX RI1 2cAlm. (3.5) 
valid for 17 E 1: or RE j,I,. We shall also make use of Poincare’s inequality 
IIW 2 c,ll~ll, (3.6) 
valid for 6 E I!,. From Theorem A we deduce two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. Let m > 2 he an integer. There exists a bounded operator 
F: Hz ’ ‘(r) + jr(Q), such that ,for any jj E Hz:’ 3 ‘(I’), 
(Vx(FR)),l~-=iT. 
and 
IIFEII m;~ d C/I d m 3.2.1., 
where C is a constant which is independent of S, 
Proqf!f: It is well known that there exists a bounded extension operator 
which extends 2 componentwise to a vector function 2’ E H”- ‘(a) such 
that 
IIS’II,, Is2 d Cll Sll ,,z 3 *:I> 
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where C is independent of j. Since PC($) is in H+‘(52), it follows from 
(236) that P&g’) = Vq for some cp E H;;(Q), and since cp E 0 on r, PJjj’) 
has zero tangential trace on r. In view of the decomposition (2.18), P,(g’) 
has the same tangential trace as g’. By Theorem A, P,( g’) = V x 0 for some 
GEM; and 
The proof of the corollary is completed by letting F be the operator which 
associates 0 to S. 
COROLLARY 2. Let ma2 be an integer. Iff~j:-~(Q), 2~ HFp3/*(r), 
then there exists a unique R E jr such that 
Pj(VfVXVXR)=f, (3.7) 
rl(Vx m,Ir=e. (3.8) 
The solution R satisfies the estimate 
llmn:n6 C(IlflL-*;n+ ll~llm-3,*:r)~ (3.9) 
where C is independent off and g. 
Proof First assume 2 = 0. The problem can be solved in two parts. By 
Theorem A, there exists a unique U E .!T- ’ which satisfies 
and there exists a unique REP; which satisfies 
We have 
VxR=u. 
tpx(VxR)=f: 
and 
Imn;n G Cll4,- I;R G C’llflL--29. 
This proves the corollary for g E 0. 
If ,j & 0, let W = Fg, where F is the operator defined in Corollary 1. Let 
R’ E j; be the solution of 
Pj(~VxVx17’)=f-Pj(~VxVxo) 
(Ypx t7’),Ir=0. 
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Then 
II R’ll m;R G C( llfll m 29 + l/W/l 42). (3.10) 
Setting A = R’ + 0, we obtain a function in k; which satisfies (3.7) and 
(3.8). By (3.10) and Corollary 1, R satisfies the estimate (3.9) and the 
corollary is proved. 
fn order to prove Theorem 1 we solve an intermediate problem in 
Proposition 1 to follow, where only real-valued functions will be con- 
sidered. The extension to the complex case will be included in the proof of 
Theorem 1. The proof of Proposition 1 is based on the method of con- 
tinuation with respect to a parameter. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let m > 2 be an integer and let U,, a,, !?I E j; + ‘. Sup- 
pose f, E 17 ?, ,f2 E j; 2, and 2 E Hr 3’2. There exists ,I,> 0 such that if 
1. > A0 then ,for any s E [0, 11 there exists a unique R E j: and 6 E er M!hich 
satisfy 
Lf (6, a) = Pr( - vAV + ~(6,. VU + 17. TV,, - (v x I?) x a;, 
-(VxR,)xR)+s~v=fl, 
Lf(ti, R) = P,(V x [r/V x R+ S(&(V x R) x R, + r:(V x R,) x R 
-1?x27~-iq)xR)])+di7=f2, 
B,,(H)= (YjVx A+se(Vx R) x R,+se(Vx R,) x A),Ir=g 
The solution satisfies the estimate 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
II~ll,,,;c2+ III-illm;R~ C(Il.f,II,, z;n+ llfill,,I 2;u+ llill,,, 3;2;rh (3.14) 
where C depends on n,, n;, V,, and A, but does not depend on s, f, , f,, or 2. 
Furthermore (f V x A, _= 0 and 6, z 0 then 2, may be taken to he zero. 
Proof: The proposition is valid for s = 0 by Theorem B and Corollary 2 
to Theorem A. For SE [IO, I] we define a one-parameter family of 
operators M, : 37, x j; -+ J, ‘m ~2xj::. 2 x H; ~ 3:2( I’) by 
M,,(z?, r7) = (Lf(V, R), Lf(ts, H), B,(H)), O<sdl. 
Then the system (3.11) to (3.13) is equivalent to 
WC m = cf, > 52, 2). 
The operators M, have the property that 
M,=sM,+(l-s)M,, Ods< 1. (3.15) 
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For the operator norm of M; i, we shall derive a priori estimates of the 
form /lM; ’ /I 6 K,, 0 < s < 1, where KS is a constant which depends on s. If 
s* E [0, 11, the property (3.15) implies the a priori estimate IIM5:‘II 6 2K,, 
for s in some neighborhood of s*. It follows from the compactness of the 
interval [O, l] that there exists a uniform constant K < cc such that 
IIM5:‘(I 6 K, 0 Q s < 1. The method of continuation with respect to a 
parameter then implies that MS:’ exists for all SE [0, l] since it exists for 
s = 0. 
We begin with the a priori H’(Q) estimates. Set S’ = V x (Fg), where F is 
the operator defined in Corollary 1. By subtracting PJ(V xg’) from both 
sides of (3.12), we obtain the equivalent equation 
Vx[~VxH+S(&(VXR)XAo+&(VXRO)XR-UX~o-t50XH)-g’] 
+dR=f~-Pp,(vxg’), (3.16) 
where no projection operator appears on the left-hand side because the 
term in brackets has zero tangential component on r and its curl is a priori 
in j. We dot V with (3.11) and B with (3.16) and integrate over Q. Using 
the self-adjointness of PI and integrating the Laplacian term from (3.11) 
and the bracketed term from (3.16) by parts, we obtain after adding 
vllVul12+sll~t,l12+qIIVxRI12+s~llBI12+M(v,R) 
= (I-, > a2 + cf* - PAV x E’), a2 
6 IIfIll ll~ll + IIf*II II~II + llvxg’ll Ilm (3.17) 
where 
M(v,~)=s(v,~Vv+v~Vv,-(VxE7)xRb-(Vx~~)x~,~), 
+ (S&(V x R) x R, + S&(V x R,) x R 
-svxRb-su,xR-g’,VxR),. 
- - In M(t?, R) the terms (z&. Vu, o)o and (.ss(V x R) x A,, V x R), are equal 
to zero and, the terms involving p0 cancel. Using Schwarz’ inequality to 
bound the remaining terms, we have 
IWC WI ~~11~,11~,11~112+~11~~~011~,11~11 II4 
+ W/V x Kll.,ll~lI + moIIL,Ilm + IIt?II w x m. (3.18) 
By using Young’s inequality (2ab < a2/6 + 6b2, 6 > 0) and /IV x 811 > 
C111811, IlVOll z C,(lUll, we obtain from (3.17) and (3.18) 
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f llw*+~ A-- llva,,llL~-~ llVXH,,llL~) ( llW+~ IIVX m* 
+s IL-; IIVX F&J,, 
( 
-T IIVX ~“llt, -; IlL’oll:) lim* 
b~(lls,/12+ llf*l12+ IIVXS’II + lI~‘l12). 
where C does not depend on i or s. 
Therefore if 
we have 
IId I:R + IlW I:R G ccllfll + llfill + ll~ll P2.1.L (3.19) 
where the constant C does not depend on i. or S. We note that & =0 if 
C,=O and VxR,=O. 
To obtain the higher order estimates for F we rewrite (3.11 ) as 
Pj( - v&T) = .f; 
where 
.f;=.f,-.~Lz;-sP~(v”~Vv+2:~V~,-(Vx~)xR;,-(Vx17,)xR). 
By Theorem B. 
ll~llk;n d cllf;Ilk~ 2.R? k = 2, 3, . . . . m, 
and therefore 
Il~ll~:nd~‘~ll.fill~~ 2:n+ ll~ll& is+ llm, ,:aL 
k = 2, 3 ,..., m, (3.20) 
where the constant C’ depends on I/t’Ollk+ ,;R, lli7011k+ ,,JL, Il@Il,+ ,ZL2, and 
1.. This is obtained in a straightforward manner by estimating the quantities 
with subscript zero and their derivatives in L,(Q) and then using the 
imbedding H’(Q) -+ L,(O). 
To obtain the higher order estimates for R we use the vector identities 
vx(Vx.2)=V(V~A)-LlA, 
Vx(AxB)=B.VA-A.VB+Aa.B+B~.A 
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to rewrite (3.12) and the boundary conditions on B as 
E,(R) E -Y&7 + S&R0 .V(V x R) - S&(V x R) . VR, - S&(V x I&)). VR 
+SE~~V(VX~~)+SU~‘VR~VU~=~;, (3.21) 
Bj(a)=(~VxB+SE(VX~)XRo+S&(VXRo)Xz7)r//-=g, (3.22) 
B+R,Ir=O, (3.23) 
where 
We defer to the Appendix the somewhat tedious calculations needed to 
verify that the system of (3.21) to (3.23) is elliptic in the sense of Agmon, 
Douglis, and Nirenberg [S]. Their theorem implies that if RE Hk(Q), 
f;~H’-‘(52), ~EH~~~“(IJ, Ho~ji+‘, and UO~jz+‘, where 
kE(2, 3, . ..rn}. and if I? satisfies (3.21) to (3.23), then 
Il~ll~;n~~,~Ilf;ll~-z;n+ IId-3,2;r+ llm). (3.24) 
Here KS< cc is a constant which depends on s, k, IIROIIk+,;R, and 
ll~ollkt I;R. Forf; we have the estimate 
IIJ;llk4;R~ Il~~llk-~;R+~~lI~llk--3,2;1+ IIm-z;n+ Il~llk-I:R)~ 
k = 2, 3 ,..., m, (3.25) 
where C depends on IIHbllk+, and 1. Combining the a priori H’(Q) 
estimates with (3.20), (3.24), and (3.25) successively for k = 2, 3,..., m, we 
obtain the desired a priori estimate 
Ild,;n+ IIm,;nac wIlm--z;n+ /If211m--Z;r2+ 118ll,n-3,z;r)> 
where K: < cc depends on A, s, m and the H”+‘(0)-norms of the 
equilibrium quantities. By the method of continuation with respect to a 
parameter, M,’ exists for all s E [0, 11 and the proposition is proved. 
We now present the proof of Theorem 1. The functions 6 and A are 
regarded here as being complex-valued. An asterisk will be used to denote 
complex conjugation and for a complex-valued function (p we use the 
notation 
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It is clear that Dam(A) is dense in j x j and the closedness of A follows 
from the estimates (3.3) and (3.4), which we now derive. Equation (3.2) is 
equivalent to the problem 
P,f( - VAV + 6”. VI7 + V.VV” - (V x R) x IT” - (V x H,) x II) + I.6 =f, , 
(3.26) 
Vx[~VxA+&(VXH)x~o+&(VXR~)xI-i-tl,,xi7,,-c”x~]+~.R=,f2r 
(3.27) 
(6, R)EDom(A). (3.28 ) 
If E. is real and 1.3 &, where A0 was defined in Proposition 1, then by 
Proposition 1 the real and imaginary parts of this problem can be solved 
separately. We shall extend the resolvent (A- A) ’ by analytic con- 
tinuation to a sector of the form (3.1). Let j. = r~ + iz and suppose that 
(3.26) to (3.28) have a solution (6, I?). We dot i?* with (3.26) and F7* with 
(3.27) and integrate to obtain 
vllVvl12+rlI/V~Ijl12+M(v,R)+~~llul12+ IIHll’) 
= cf,, t’*h2 + C.f,> G*)n, ( 3.29 1 
where 
The form M(& R) satisfies 
IIm M(& RF d C,( IIVUII *+ IlUll *+ !IV x Rl12 f /I HII *I, 
and 
lReM(fi,R)l<C, S(llVUl12+IlVxi711*)+ ;+I (llc~12+!lHl12)], 
i i ! 
where C, and C, are positive constants depending on I/fiOl/ 3.R_+ liA,,ll 3,12, 
and S > 0 is arbitrary. In obtaining the estimate for Re M(I?, H), we have 
used the fact that Re(s(V x R) x a,, V x H*), = 0. 
By choosing 6 = (1/2C,) min(v, ‘I) and taking real and imaginary parts of 
(3.29), we obtain 
f llv”~j’+; IIVxf-Q2+ a-c [ ‘$+ I)] (IId?+ llm’) 
~(llJ;ll + llf211)(ll~l12+ llm2)‘,‘> (3.30) 
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-~,~11~~112+11~~~112~+~171-~~~~11~112+11~112~ 
as~ll + Ilf211~wl12+ IIm2P2. (3.31) 
We multiply (3.31) by 6, = (1/4C,) min(v, n), and add it to (3.30) to obtain 
~I/v~l12+~l/vXRl~2+ 0+6,(7(-Cd ‘+l -c 6 (l\vl\2+\lR\\* 
( (6 ) 3 1) 
G(llfIll + Il.r211)(ll~l12+ llm2Y’2. 
Discarding the first two terms on the left-hand side of this inequality, we 
find 
(Ilull*+ llR112)“2d a+6,lsl -c, 
( 
(f+ +c3a,)p’ Wll + ll.f211). 
Let A,>C,(1/6+1)+C36, and let rr/2<8<n/2+tan16,. The 
inequality just obtained then implies the validity of (3.3) for 1 EC,,,, and 
allows the resolvent to be analytically continued to an open set containing 
c j.l.0. 
The higher order estimate (3.4) is easily obtained by rewriting (3.2) as 
and then using Proposition 1 to estimate the real and imaginary parts of v 
and R in terms of the right-hand side. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Next we give some spectral properties of the operator A. 
THEOREM 2. The operator A defined by (2.27) and (2.28) has a purely 
point spectrum. The generalized eigenspace corresponding to each eigenvalue 
is finite dimensional and there are a finite number of eigenvalues with positive 
real part. The set of generalized eigenfunctions is complete in Px j. 
Proof. Let $ z Px .i and y2 E Dam(A). We view $ and y2 as sub- 
spaces of L,(Q) and H’(Q), respectively. In Theorem 1 we showed that for 
A E cj.,,B, (A- A)- ’ is a bounded map from 2 onto f2. The imbedding 
H2(Q) + L,(Q) is Hilbert-Schmidt [ 131, and thus viewed as a map from 
2 into 2, (AZ- A)-’ is Hilbert-Schmidt. By a theorem of Carleman [14], 
an operator with Hilbert-Schmidt resolvent which satisfies a growth 
estimate of the form (3.3) in a sector of the form (3.1) has a complete set of 
generalized eigenfunctions. The remaining assertions of Theorem 2 follow 
from the compactness of the resolvent. 
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Remarks. 1. Theorem 1 implies that the solution to the initial value 
problem (2.29) can be written G(t) = Z(l) ii’, where the analytic semigroup 
Z(t):jxj+jxjis defined by 
.,,)+-.~ e”‘(iI-A) ‘d/i, I > 0; Z(0) = I. 
Y 
(3.32) 
The path of integration ‘J is the boundary of the sector JY,,,,, oriented so 
that Im 1, increases as the boundary is traced. The unique solution C(t) 
satisfies the differential equation in (2.29) on 0 < t < c, and U(t) -+ U” in 
g x j as t -+ 0. Furthermore we have the spectral mapping 
a,(Z(t)) = e’“,‘Al, 
where IT/, denotes the point spectrum. For proofs of the statements above 
see [ll, 151. 
2. Let pk, k = 1,2,..., be an enumeration of the eigenvalues of A such 
that Re(pk) > Re(p,) for k <j. Let 
P,+.J (pI-A)y’dp, k = 1, 2,..., 
,‘A 
where ;‘h is a small positively oriented circle enclosing the kth eigenvalue 
only. Since the generalized eigenfunctions of A are complete, the semigroup 
Z(r) can be written as a sum of semigroups with finite dimensional range. 
Z(f)= i Z,(f), 
k=l 
where Z,(t) c Z(r) P, = PkZ(t). It can be easily shown that the maximal 
growth rate is expressed in terms of the principal eigenvalue of A by the 
inequality 
where Q(r) is a polynomial in t. 
3. From (3.32) we see that the semigroup Z(t) is compact for t > 0. 
We note that if ii”~ H”n (jxj), m>, 1, then Z(l) Z?“E H”‘+’ nDom(A) for 
t > 0 (provided the equilibrium is in H”” ’ ). This follows from the estimate 
(3.4) and the representation (3.32). Therefore the restriction of Z(t) to 
H”’ n (j x j), viewed as an operator in H” n (j x j), is also compact. It is 
not, however, continuous in t at t =0 without some additional com- 
patibility restrictions on the initial data. We shall consider this question in 
more detail in a forthcoming paper on the nonlinear problem. 
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4. A STEADY STATE SOLUTION AND ITS STABILITY 
The steady state problem is obtained from (2.1) to (2.10) by setting - - 
S/lat - aR/at E 0. As before we eliminate J, E, and Vp to obtain 
P,(-v/4v+u.vv-(VxR)xR)=O, (4.1) 
Vx(tjvxR+&(VXR)X&~xX)=0, (4.2) 
V.fi=V.A=O, (4.3) 
[~VxR+&(VXR)xR],Ir=O, (4.4) 
Q-=UJr=O, (4.5) 
C*lr=& (4.6) 
f 
H,,dZ=a,. (4.7) z 
We establish the existence of solutions to this system for small &, in 
THEOREM 3. Let m > 2 be an integer and suppose cl, is the tangential 
boundary trace of some function in j;(Q). There exists a constant 
8, = 8,(a,) > 0 such that if 
then the problem (4.1) to (4.7) has a unique solution 6, I? such that 
IIdlm;n + IIm?G2 d C(~&-%llm- l/29-? (4.9) 
where C(o,) is a constant which depends on CT~. 
ProoJ We carry out the proof only for the case m = 2. The higher order 
estimates are established by an argument similar to the one presented in 
the proof of Proposition 1. It is known that there exists Cx E 1: with tangen- 
tial trace Cc,, such that 
Il4z;n G Cll%ll,,,;,~ (4.10) 
where C is a constant independent of cl0 [9, p. 231. Let I? E U(Q) denote the 
element of U(Q) with flux oO. We replace U and R in (4.1) to (4.7) by E + U 
and I? + I& respectively, to obtain 
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P,[-vA(cl+v)+(E+~)~v(cl+v)-(vx r7)x (h+FQ] =o, 
vx[YpxB+F(VXR)x(1;+R)-(ci+U)X(h+~)]=0, 
v.t:=v. R=o, 
[fp x H+ E(V x R) x (h + R)],/r= 0, 
F,,/,.=I;i,,/r=o, 
c, I r = 0, 
We shall solve this problem by iteration. Let 2” = H’ = 0 and for i?. Wh, 
k = 2, 3,..., consider the problem 
Z,(vk,Ak)fP~[-vAVk-(vXFlk)Xri] 
=PICvAsr-r.Va-ck~‘.Vu-a.Vo” ’ 
w-k- i.vVk-‘+(vXHk ‘)Xnk ‘1, (4.11) 
Z*(Vk, Rk) E Pj[V X (VV X H” + &(V X i7”) X h-Vh X h)] 
=pj[Vx(&xjJk- ‘+&.I;+$ ‘xfjk ’ 
-E(VXPk-‘)Xflk ‘,I, (4.12) 
iqRk)+pXRk+E(VX~k)XKJ,~, 
= -[&(VX~k-~)X~k-‘]rI,, (4.13) 
ok E .I;,, , jjkE j2 ,I . (4.14) 
By Proposition 1 this problem is solvable at each stage provided the right- 
hand sides of (4.11) to (4.13) have sufficient smoothness. Using the 
estimate (3.14) from Proposition 1, we have 
4~[ll~ll,;Q(~ + Il~x/lz;n+ l/~l/r,n+ IIF” 1112;o+ IInk- ‘112.52) 
+(llck ‘Ilz:n+ ll~k-~‘Il*;n)21, k> 1. (4.15) 
The inequality just obtained follows from (3.14) and (4.11) to (4.14) in a 
straightforward manner by using the imbeddings H2(Q) -+ L,(Q) and 
H’(Q)-+L(Q) and the inequalities ll’~II~,‘~~~~ClIdl~,~ and Ilcp~llLzca,~ 
II cp II Ldc2) IIIc/ll L,(R) (for II/, 50 E H’(Q)) to estimate the right-hand sides of 
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(4.11) to (4.13). Regarding h as fixed, we deduce from (4.15) that for some 
6* >O, if IIZllz;n <6*, then 
llfik/12;R + II~kl/2;R G Wl2;m kal (4.16) 
where C is a constant independent of L? and k. 
To see that the iterates converge, ye let I?~ = Gk - Gk- I, I’?” = gk - Rk ~ ‘, 
k = 2, 3,... . Then for k = 3, 4 ,..., (I?~, Hk) is a solution of 
~,(~k,~k)=py(_~k~l.v~-~.V~k-l-~k-l.v~k-l 
-Gk-2 .v~k-1+(~X~-I)X~k-I+(~X~k~2)X~k~1), 
~2(~k,~k)=~j~~X(ax~k~l+~k~lx~k-l+,k-2x~-1 
-E(VX~k-~)XRk-~-E(VX~k-2)X~k-1)], 
&I?+ -[E(VX~~1)X~k-I+E(VXi7k~2)x~k~‘],lr, 
Gk E j;.,, r&j;. 
By (4.16) and the same argument that was used to obtain (4.15), there 
exists a positive constant C, independent of &, such that 
IIfikl12;n+ Il~l12:R~C511~/12;~~ll~k~1112:n+ llfik-1112;Q,~ 
provided (107(1 2;R 6 6*. By (4.10) there exists positive constant 13~(a,) such 
that if ll&l13,2~r<~I, then C,IJt?(I,;, < 1 and the iterates converge to a 
solution of 
P,[-v(cl+o)+(c3+v)~V(cr+V)-(vXR)X(h+R)]=0, (4.17) 
Pj[V x (Y/V x R+ E(V x R) x (h + R) - (CL + V) x (h + 8)] = 0, (4.18) 
(YjVxR+&(VXA)x(h+R)),Ir=O, (4.19) 
l3E &, FM;. (4.20) 
The projection operator in (4.18) can be dropped since the boundary con- 
dition (4.19) implies that the bracketed term in (4.18) is a priori in j. The 
estimate (4.9) follows from (4.10) and the limiting case of (4.16). This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Next, we consider the energy functional 
qv, 17) = (Au, u*)D 
f -((Pp[-vvdv+v,~vu+o~vv, 
-(VxR)xH,-(VxR,)xR],v*), 
-(Vx [~vxf7+&(vx8)xH, 
+&(VXf7(JXR-~UgXH-vxR”]rE*),, (4.21) 
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defined for 11 EDam(A). The set of values taken by (Ati, z?*)~/(& U*)Q as U 
ranges over the domain of A is convex [ 161 and contains the eigenvalues 
of A. Thus the negativity of Re(A& u*) is a sufftcient condition for stability, 
that is, all eigenvalues of A must have a negative real part. Since the eigen- 
values of A appear in complex conjugate pairs, it is sufficient to verify the 
negative definiteness of E(& A) for real (6, R) E Dom(A ). After an 
integration by parts we obtain 
E(E, R) = -vllVV\12 - qllV x fq2- (V~VVo. iT)n + ((V x IT,,) x IT, fi)<J 
-&( (V x IT,) x R, v x i7), + (6” x H, v x A), (4.22) 
for real-valued I?, I? E Dam(A). 
In the theorem to follow we show by an energy criterion that for suf- 
ficiently small prescribed tangential velocity the equilibrium is stable. 
THEOREM 4. There exists a constant 0, = 02(oO) >O such that if’ 
1/C,ll 5.‘zLI-< 19~ then the steady state solution of (4.1) to (4.7) is stable. 
Proof: Let V,, I?, denote a solution of (4.1) to (4.7). We regard go as 
fixed and note first that if cl, ~0 then the equilibrium solution is l’() = 0. 
f17, = h, where h is the element of U(Q) with flux go. Since V x h = 0, (4.22) 
implies that this equilibrium is stable. For arbitrary equilibria, we have 
from (4.22), 
ac, m < -vllViq 2 - qllV x RI1 2 + IIVV,ll ,., IlUll 2 + (IV x H,,ll ,., IlHll IlCli 
+ w x fm, IIRII IIV x f7ll + I/G//r, IIQII /iv x Rll. 
The estimate (4.9) ensures that 
l/V x K&, + IIVGJ L, + Il~oll L, + 0 as IIcXoII 5,2.1 + 0. 
Therefore by Friedrichs’ inequality and Poincare’s inequality, there is a 
constant Q,(cJ,) > 0 such that if IItiOl/ s,2:1‘ <8, then -E(G, n) 3 
C( IlV\1* + IlR(I’) for all zi and R in Dam(A). Hence the corresponding 
equilibrium is stable. 
APPENDIX 
We present here the derivations which show that the system of (3.21) to 
(3.23) is elliptic in the sense of Agmon, Doughs, and Nirenberg [S]. Two 
hypotheses need to be verified: (1) the uniform ellipticity of the operator z, 
defined in (3.21), and (2) a “complementing condition” on the boundary 
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operators defined in (3.22) and (3.23). The divergence-free condition on /? 
is not needed. 
We begin the uniform ellipticity condition. The ellipticity condition 
involves only the highest order derivatives (as determined by a system of 
integer weights) in the operator L”,. We let [lik(x; a/ax,, a/ax,, a/ax,)] 
denote the matrix representation of the highest order terms in 1, relative to 
an orthogonal basis gl, C,, @,. Replacing d/ax, by li, i= 1,2, 3, we have 
[ 
4’ -M&l~ 8 r3 wTl~ r1 t* 
c&rk 51,52, 5311 = bum 0 53 -IQ” -.=(A,. r) r, , 
--S&(EjO. TJ r2 &o. Cl 4, - IFI’ 1 where 4-=(tf,, t2, it31 and IFI =(5f+5Z+5:)“2. Let Ux;t,, C2, 5J= 
det[l&(x; tl, r2, tX)]. The uniform ellipticity condition is satisfied if there 
exists a constant A > 0 such that 
Ap’lT16< IW; 51, r2, C3)l <4T16 
for every XE~. We have 
ux;5,, 52,53)= -lr7”-~2~2~~o~5~21,14, 
(A.11 
so (A.l) is satisfied with A = (1 +.~~s~llI?~l/&J. 
The complementing condition can be expressed analytically or 
algebraically as a relation between the leading order terms in ES, & and 8,2 
that must be satisfied at every boundary point [S]. Let P be an arbitrary 
boundary point on I-. One may introduce local coordinates at P which flat- 
ten the boundary, and the change of coordinates does not alter the leading 
order terms (at P) of the operators involved in the complementing con- 
dition [17]. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that the 
boundary is flat in a neighborhood of P and that the coordinates 
(x,, x2, x3) and the vector i7, and R are defined relative to orthogonal 
basis vectors C1, C2, i3 with the property that P, is normal to the boundary 
at P and t, .l?,(P)= IRJP). Let H,=sslA,(P)I. The leading order terms 
(as determined by a system of integer weights) in the boundary operators 
can then be represented near P by a matrix [Bjk(x; a/ax,, a/ax,, a/ax,)] 
which at P is given by 
where we have replaced a/ax, by T and a/axi by ti, i= 1, 2. 
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The complementing condition can be expressed analytically as 
Condition 1. For real 5,) r2 such that 1 c, 1 + 1 t21 # 0, the only bounded 
solution on the semiaxis t > 0 of the ordinary differential equations 
j= 1, 2, 3 
subject to 
,j= 1, 2. 3 
is uk(t) = 0, k = 1, 2, 3. To formulate the condition algebraically, let 
r: (P; [, , rz) denote the three roots with positive imaginary part of the 
equation UP; t,, t2, r)=O, <,, t2 real, It,\ + ItI1 #O. Define 
M+(P;<,,t*,t)=; (T--;(P:i’,,tz)). 
k=l 
let [LJk(P; [,, rz, t)] denote the adjunct matrix to [I:,(P; <,, Zz, r)], and 
let 
FI,~(P;[,,~,,T)= i B:,(P;~,,~~,T)L’~(P;~,,~,,T), i,k=l,2,3. 
,= I 
(A.21 
The algebraic form of the complementing condition is 
Condition 2. For any real t,, tr such that If, / + /r21 # 0, the system of 
polynomial (in z) equations 
k$, Aik(P;t1.<2?r)Ckz- (modM+(P;<,,t,,r)), i=l,2,3 (A.31 
for the complex constants C, has only the trivial solution. 
We note that Condition 1 is satisfied by [B;k] if and only if it is satisfied 
with [Bik] replaced by 
0 -T 0 
T-ff&, Ho<, 0 
0 0 1 
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We now verify that Condition 2 is satisfied by using the alternate boundary 
matrix. The roots of 
UP; 51, Lt2,z) = -(t: + t;: + t2)(( 1 + H;) r: + t: + zZ) = 0 
with positive imaginary part are r: = 7: = ip, Tl = iy, where p = 
(tf2 + 5:)“* and y = (( 1 + Hi r: + 5,) 2 “*. We calculate [Ajk] using [II>] in 
(A.2) and reduce each matrix element Aik by the polynomial 
M+(P; [,, r2, r) to obtain from (A.3): 
fMm2 + 2YP + Y2) Cl + CHoS,(Y + P)’ - i2P2(Y + PII c2 
-Hoi”,52C3=0, (A.4) 
H,~,(-H,5:52-i2p(y+P)2) c, + [(Y2P2-3P4-4YP3-H~545:) 
- iwf,l,(y + d21 c, + H$$C, = 0, (A.5) 
-~o~,YP2(Y+2PK+ [-Hor2P2(Y +P)2+w3(Y+PH c2 
- Hot, t2pzc3 = 0, (‘4.6) 
~Y(Y + P)’ C, + H&,(P* + iH,52(~ + 2~)) C2 + H,t:C, =O, (A.7) 
(P” + 3y2p2 + 2yp3 + 2y3p + H;l;) C, + H&t, 52(2p2 + 2yp + t:, C, 
+qw,c,=o, b4.8) 
-~YP~(Y + PI’ C, + fMb4 - W,LYP~) C, + H,S:p2C3 = 0, (A.9) 
H~:(-H,~~+~(Y+~P))C,+H,~,(-H,~:+~~J,(Y+~P))C, 
-&‘(Y+P)c,=o, (A.lO) 
2H,5:p(y+p)C1+2Ho5152~(~+~)Cz+i2p(y+p)~C3=0, (A.11) 
-iH,,S:yp2Cl - H,<,(Hop4 + it,yp’) C, + p*(y + p) C, = 0. (A.12) 
To verify that this system has only the trivial solution if /{,I + It21 # 0, we 
note first that if Hot, =O, then (A.6), (A.7), and (A.ll) imply 
Cl = C, = C, = 0. For the case HotI # 0 we combine (A.7) with (A.9) and 
(A.lO) with (A.ll) to obtain 
Y(Y+P) C, +H;t,c12Cz=O, 
Z,pC, + C-H,P~+~Y+P-~~Y)I C,=O. 
The determinant of this system is 
-YP*(Y + P) Ho + i((y + P - 52yMY + P) Y - H;5:52~), 
which has nonzero real part if H, #O. Thus C, = C2 = 0 and by (A.12) 
C, = 0. This completes the verification of the complementing condition. 
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The theorem in [8] then implies the validity of the estimate (3.24) 
provided the coefficients and forcing terms have the smoothness we have 
assumed. 
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